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DIRECTIONS: 
1. This craft is designed to hold three miniature candy bars.
2. Assembling the craft is easiest using double-sided tape.
3. Print on cardstock or designed scrapbook paper (narrow

margins). Use seasonal paper as appropriate.
4. Cut out pieces along solid lines, and fold on dotted lines.

The logos will be on the outside of the mailbox.
5. Stack three miniature candy bars, putting a piece of tape between them.
6. Run a piece of double-sided tape from end to end on the inside

of the mailbox.
7. Center the stack of candy bars on the inside bottom of the mailbox.
8. Wrap the mailbox body around the candy bars and secure the TAB with

tape on the outside bottom of the mailbox.
9. Add the flag to the mailbox by aligning the two dots and attaching

with tape or a dot of glue. To make the flag movable, use a mini brad.
NOTE: if using a mini brad, attach the flag BEFORE rolling the mailbox
body around the candy bars.

10. Fold up the ends of the mailbox, and you are finished!
11. Share with a friend!

SERVICE PROJECT IDEA:  
If you wish to make this an intergenerational or seasonal activity, 
one group can stack candy bars, one can color and/or decorate the 
mailboxes, one can assemble the flags, etc. Use “seasonal” candy bars 
as appropriate and  available.  
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DIRECTIONS: 
1. This craft is designed to hold three miniature candy bars.
2. Assembling the craft is easiest using double-sided tape.
3. Print on cardstock or designed scrapbook paper (narrow

margins). Use seasonal paper as appropriate.
4. Cut out pieces along solid lines, and fold on dotted lines.

The logos will be on the outside of the mailbox.
5. Stack three miniature candy bars, putting a piece of tape between them.
6. Run a piece of double-sided tape from end to end on the inside

of the mailbox.
7. Center the stack of candy bars on the inside bottom of the mailbox.
8. Wrap the mailbox body around the candy bars and secure the TAB with

tape on the outside bottom of the mailbox.
9. Add the flag to the mailbox by aligning the two dots and attaching

with tape or a dot of glue. To make the flag movable, use a mini brad.
NOTE: if using a mini brad, attach the flag BEFORE rolling the mailbox
body around the candy bars.

10. Fold up the ends of the mailbox, and you are finished!
11. Share with a friend!

SERVICE PROJECT IDEA:  
If you wish to make this an intergenerational or seasonal activity, 
one group can stack candy bars, one can color and/or decorate the 
mailboxes, one can assemble the flags, etc. Use “seasonal” candy bars 
as appropriate and  available.  
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DIRECTIONS: 
1. This craft is designed to hold three miniature candy bars.
2. Assembling the craft is easiest using double-sided tape.
3. Print on cardstock or designed scrapbook paper (narrow

margins). Use seasonal paper as appropriate.
4. Cut out pieces along solid lines, and fold on dotted lines.

The logos will be on the outside of the mailbox.
5. Stack three miniature candy bars, putting a piece of tape between them.
6. Run a piece of double-sided tape from end to end on the inside

of the mailbox.
7. Center the stack of candy bars on the inside bottom of the mailbox.
8. Wrap the mailbox body around the candy bars and secure the TAB with

tape on the outside bottom of the mailbox.
9. Add the flag to the mailbox by aligning the two dots and attaching

with tape or a dot of glue. To make the flag movable, use a mini brad.
NOTE: if using a mini brad, attach the flag BEFORE rolling the mailbox
body around the candy bars.

10. Fold up the ends of the mailbox, and you are finished!
11. Share with a friend!

SERVICE PROJECT IDEA:  
If you wish to make this an intergenerational or seasonal activity, 
one group can stack candy bars, one can color and/or decorate the 
mailboxes, one can assemble the flags, etc. Use “seasonal” candy bars 
as appropriate and  available.  
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 DIRECTIONS:
1.  This craft is designed to hold three miniature candy bars.

2.  Assembling the craft is easiest using double-sided tape.

3. Print on cardstock (narrow margins). 

4.  Cut out pieces along solid lines, and fold on dotted lines.The logos will be on the 
outside of the mailbox.

5.  Stack three miniature candy bars, putting a piece of tape between them.

6.  Run a piece of double-sided tape from end to end on the insideof the mailbox.

7.  Center the stack of candy bars on the inside bottom of the mailbox.

8.  Wrap the mailbox body around the candy bars and secure the TAB withtape  
on the outside bottom of the mailbox.

9.  Add the flag to the mailbox by aligning the two dots and attachingwith tape  
or a dot of glue. To make the flag movable, use a mini brad. NOTE: if using a  
mini brad, attach the flag BEFORE rolling the mailboxbody around the candy bars.

10.  Fold up the ends of the mailbox, and you are finished!

11.  Share with a friend!

SERVICE PROJECT IDEA: If you wish to make this an intergenerational or seasonal  
activity, one group can stack candy bars, one can color and/or decorate the mailboxes, 
one can assemble the flags, etc. Use “seasonal” candy bars as appropriate and available.
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DIRECTIONS: 
1. Print on cardstock (narrow margins).
2. Cut out pieces along solid lines,

and fold on dotted lines.
The logos will be on the outside
of the mailbox. Be sure the “A” tabs
are folded tightly.

3. Attach the “A” tabs to the inside
back of the mailbox.
Option 1: Apply adhesive
(scrapbooking adhesive, glue stick,
or other glue) on the small tabs.
Option 2: Place double-stick tape
along the length of inside back
of the mailbox.

4. Begin “rolling” the mailbox around
the back, attaching the tabs to
the inside of the mailbox as you go.

5. Attach the “B” tab to the outside
bottom of the mailbox with adhesive
or transparent tape.
If necessary, adjust the fit by making
the “B” tab wider or narrower
than indicated.

6. Add the flag to the mailbox by
align-ing the two dots and attaching
with tape or a dot of glue. To make
the flag movable, use a mini brad.

7. Attach half of the mailbox handle
to the top of the mailbox door.

8. Fill with LWML goodies such as a
Mustard Seed Devotion (folded
and rolled), a heart blessing card,
or LWML jewelry or candies, etc.

9. You may want to tape the top of the
handle over the top of the mailbox
to hold the items securely inside.
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